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No superpopulation or stationarity assumptions.
No knowledge of the stopping rule.
No bound on sample size.
No asymptotic approximations or sharp null hypothesis.
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Unit i has ﬁxed potential outcomes Yi (0), Yi (1), for i = 1, 2, . . .
Assign random treatment Ti ∈ {0, 1} to individual i.
Observe Yi (Ti ). [Neyman 1923, Rubin 1974]
Assumption: |Yi (1) − Yi (0)| ≤ τ max for all i.
• Without some such assumption, impossible to construct a conﬁdence interval
• One unit can have arbitrarily large inﬂuence
For simplicity, in this talk, we’ll assume P(Ti ) = 1/2 for all i.
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• Dual to sequential hypothesis tests, always-valid p-values
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This is conservatively biased.
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• Use uniform concentration again to get a sequence of conﬁdence radii (Rt )∞
t=1
satisfying
(
)
P X̄t − ATEt < Rt for all t ∈ N ≥ 1 − α.
• Typically, Rt = Op

(√

log t
t

)
or Op

(√

log log t
t

)
.

• Large-sample decay rate of Rt does not depend on τ max .
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Recap

• Non-asymptotic conﬁdence sequences for ATEt
• Flexible inferential tool for sequential experiments
• Provable coverage under the assumption of
bounded individual treatment effects
• Replace central limit theorem argument with
uniform concentration bounds
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Thank you!
stevehoward@berkeley.edu

Exponential line-crossing inequalities:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.03204
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